To The Editor:

It is with great interest that we read the article by Grider et al, “Patient selection and outcomes using a low-dose intrathecal opioid trialing method for chronic nonmalignant pain”, published in the 2011 July/August issue of Pain Physician (1).

We are much enlightened by the novel approach employed by the authors in conducting their intrathecal (IT) opioid trials. The novelty is that only a fraction of the opioid was utilized during their trials, after a preceding, gradual opioid tapering and a subsequent opioid-free period of 6 weeks. This is very different from neuroaxial trials by others reported in the literature (2). It appears that, as a result of this unusual approach, the authors were able to achieve satisfactory and persistent analgesia with only a minute dose of IT opioid, both during the trials and one year afterwards, without needing dose escalation in the permanent pumps.

The timing of this article is also of significance because the utility of intrathecal opioid trials was seriously questioned. The recently published “Consensus guidelines for the selection and implantation of patients with noncancer pain” recommended reconsideration of the mandatory IT trial, based on the impression that the predictive value of trials was unsubstantiated, the absence of long-term efficacy, and the lack of demonstrated safety sufficient to outweigh trial risks, etc (3). Thus the panel recommended the decision, whether to conduct the trial or not, be left to the treating physician. Additionally, the panel recommended the development of a less expensive pump for IT trial, with a life span of 6-12 months, so that various agents could be tried, to better simulate IT therapy (3).

Although the trialing method introduced by Grider et al (1) represents a revolutionary approach that seems to provide adequate analgesia with much lower opioid dosages, we wonder if it would be a pragmatic approach in our practice. Our concern is how feasible it is to wean patients off any opioid and keep them opioid free for 6 weeks, which was the prerequisite prior to the initiation of the low dose IT trial based on their protocol.

At our tertiary interventional pain clinic, we conduct outpatient continuous epidural opioid infusion trials on a weekly basis (referred to us for IDD therapy from neighboring states). Our patients considered for IT therapies are mostly on a very high dose of systemic opioids (over 500 mg morphine equivalent). We could not conceivably be successful in weaning them off their opioids and keep them opioid free for another 6 weeks as stated in the protocol by Grider et al (1). We commonly utilize “weaning off systemic opioids” as one of the outcome measures during the outpatient continuous epidural infusion trial (10-14 days). With our approach, the success rate of weaning patients off systemic opioids is about 100%. Our question to the authors is: what dose range do their patients fall in prior to their opioid tapering?

Regarding the trial duration, there was no mentioning in the article of the actual duration of the low dose IT trials by Grider et al (1). If our estimation in reading their protocol is correct, their trial duration is roughly 3-5 days. The authors described the termination of the trial about 24-36 hours after obtaining trial efficacy to make sure evaluation of side effects and functional improvement was evident. However, in our own experience, a rather troublesome side effect, i.e., peripheral edema, frequently encountered during trials, may develop a few days later (4,5). Therefore, we believe extending the trial for a few more days (10-14 days), to make sure analgesia remains satisfactory and edema does not occur, is beneficial.

Lastly, we are intrigued by the authors’ speculation that the hyperalgesic state associated with low doses of systemic opioids (6) could be avoided with low-dose IT opioid administration, based on their observation of profound analgesia during low-dose infusion. This is an observation worth further investigation. We wonder if “opioid naïve” status rendered at initiation of a low dose IT trial was actually the reason for the profound analgesia. We wonder if re-try of oral opioids was done in some patients by the authors. It would be of both academic and pragmatic value if such studies...
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were conducted in parallel to the low dose IT infusion trial group.
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